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Abstract. Although multi-modal (e.g. voice and face) biometric verifi-
cation systems were in active development and showed impressive per-
formance they need to be protected from spoofing attacks. In this paper
we present methods for verifying face liveness based on estimation of
synchrony between audio stream and lips movements track during the
pronunciation of passphrase. The passphrase consists of a random set of
the predetermined English words that are generated dynamically for each
verification attempt. Lip movements extraction is performed by using of
so-called Constrained Local Model of face shape. Audio stream is used
to determine time intervals of pronounced words by means of automatic
segmentation. Estimation of synchrony is done by analysis of lip move-
ments for each word by employing a feedforward neural network and a
Gaussian naive Bayes classifier. Finally, liveness score assessment is per-
formed by averaging of individual word predictions during verification
phrase utterance. For GRID corpus dataset average EER of 4.38% was
achieved.
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1 Introduction

In context of increasing advance of biometric security systems the importance
of their spoofing attacks reflection is very high. In this paper we consider two
biometric modalities: face and voice. Facial biometrics has developed increasingly
in recent years. Some state-of-art systems show recognition quality comparable
with the human recognition level [28]. However, such systems are susceptible to
spoofing attacks that apply user photo or video. There are a large number of
works devoted to the detection of such spoofing attacks [5]. It uses a variety
of methods: frequency and texture based [10,12,20,21], variable focusing based
[13,33], movement of the eyes based [1], optical flow based [3,15,16], blinking
based [27], 3D face shape based [19,30], binary classification based [24,29], scenic
clues based [23,32], lip movement based [6,17], context based [18].

Development of voice verification systems vulnerability to spoofing attacks
has greatly increased recently. A lot of works [14,25] examine effects of voice
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synthesis and voice conversion to speaker recognition performance as well as
propose countermeasures to these attacks [22,31].

There are a few works devoted to the bimodal liveness detection. In paper [6]
authors determines lip region and mouth fiducial points via color segmentation.
MFCC features are extracted from the speech signal. The resulting audiovisual
features are classified using GMM. Method requires model parameters optimiza-
tion for each individual user.

Research of [26] present algorithm that finds the degree of synchronization
between the audio and image recordings of a human speaker. It uses canonical
correlation to find the best direction to combine all the audio and image data,
projecting them onto a single axis. Then it uses Pearson’s correlation to measure
the degree of synchronization between the audio and image data. However anti-
spoofing is out of scope of this paper and authors were not provided tests of
described algorithm in sense of ability to determine face spoofing attacks.

In [7] authors combine mouth fiducial points with PCA eigenlips features.
Authors of [4] describes the bimodal system for user verification. It uses MFCC
features obtained from voice. 2D-DCT textural features are extracted from the
lips region. Optical flow estimated as well. These features are fused using relia-
bility weighted summation and then are used in standard approaches to speaker
recognition (HMMs for text-dependent and GMMs for text-independent speaker
identification). The similar approach is described in [11].

Here we introduce bimodal anti-spoofing system based on markup of voice
signal and lips movements. Voice is processed by automatic audio segmentation,
that determines boundaries of words in phrase. Lips movements are catched
by fiducial points model for facial images. Phrases content was limited by the
predefined number of words (so-called dictionary). We used digits because their
utterance were provided by GRID dataset [8], but in real-life system it might be
expanded as well.

Evaluation results on GRID corpus dataset show good performance of our
system. Also we estimated our algorithm on the internal dataset, witch has been
collected by frontal camera of several smartphones in real life conditions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
bimodal liveness detection. Experimental work is described in Section 3. Finally,
our conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2 Text-dependent Bimodal Liveness Detection

The general audio-video synchronization task can be complicated. In order to
simplify it we limit contents of passphrase by predefined dictionary containing
several words. Then password phrase needed for biometric verification randomly
assembled from dictionary. If phrase has enough length it is suitable for audio
verification. Potentially this approach can reduce complexity of video processing
and simplify synchrony detection. However, such method has several drawbacks:

1. it is required to gather new bimodal dataset for training that might be time
consuming;
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2. training and adjustments are needed when new language is added;
3. it is possible that liveness performance varies with language.

2.1 Audio Segmentation

The audio segmentation task consists of automatic time mapping between audio
stream and pronounced phrase. We used Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to
solve this task. Each word of the target phrase was represented as a set of hidden
states. Each state had 0.04 sec. average length and was defined by single diagonal
Gaussian. The 12 first MFCC without energy were used for signal parametriza-
tion. Also we used two additional hidden states, “pause” and “mean speech”, to
represent audio segments which are not a part of the target phrase. The Viterbi
algorithm was used to decode hidden states and to construct segmentation. This
method provides high accuracy for pronounced phrase correctness estimation.
Thus, we consider only cases with correct pronounces.

Time boundaries of the each state were used for further audio-visual features
construction.

2.2 Visual Features

It is necessary to determine the consistency of the facial movements with
the utterance of a passphrase. In Audio-Visual Automatic Speech Recognition
(AVASR) systems similar problem is solved by analyzing the movements of the
lips. Our problem is easier, so we decided to use simple features — the relative
change in the shape of the lips. We use anthropometric points detector (land-
mark detector), which is based on the face points distribution model (PDM).
Such models were under active development in recent years. One of the most
successful methods presented so far is the Constrained Local Model (CLM) ini-
tially proposed by Cristinacce and Cootes [9].

Constrained Local Model for Landmark Detection. CLM mainly consists
of three components: PDM, Patch Experts (PE) and algorithm for PDM param-
eters fitting. Point Distribution Model describes non-rigid shape variations and
global rigid transformation. After parameters of PDM are estimated it’s possible
to compute location xi = [xi, yi] of each facial landmark:

xi = sR(xi + Φiq) + t,

where s, R and t terms are rigid parameters responsible for global shape scaling,
rotation and translation accordingly and a set of non-rigid parameters q which
are responsible for deformation of mean-shape (points xi).

For details about CLM implementation please refer to [2]. Further in this
section we concentrate only on details specific to our work.
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Facial Landmarks. Liveness detection was designed to work mainly on mobile
platforms with near to real-time performance. However image processing is
computationally-intensive by its nature and minimization of computation com-
plexity is crucial due to low energy, memory and processing platform capacities.

It’s possible to sacrifice flexibility of CLM by reducing the number of points
in the model. But we can’t discard all points that are not related to the mouth
because it reduce the reliability of detection. We conducted series of experiments
and reduced the number of points as shown on Fig. 1. Left picture presents
original model, while right introduces reduced one.

Thus, the frame processing time is decreased by:

– reducing of the computation of patch experts feedback about twice;
– simplification of the model to reduce the number of local parameters of PDM,

which simplifies the optimization problem.

Such model stably and accurately describes facial geometry, while the temporary
frame processing costs are reduced almost twice.
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Fig. 1. Full 2D face shape model used in [2] and face shape model with reduced set of
points.

2.3 Audio-visual Features Extraction

Given a video of N frames length, facial landmarks are extracted from each
frame. Since the shape of lip contour looks like an ellipse, it was decided to use
ellipse semi-diameters as characteristic features. Euclidean distances between two
pairs of landmarks points are calculated as shown at Fig. 2 and stored in vector
of length N . Since time of word utterance varies across sessions, vectors may
have different length. Therefore vector lengths are aligned to number of hidden
states of audio segmentation results by performing linear interpolation as shown
on Fig. 3. After that, each word of utterance represented by fixed-length vector
of semi-diameters Wx, where x ∈ {’zero’, . . . , ’nine’} and Nx = length(Wx).
This vectors are used as audio-visual features for further classification.
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Fig. 3. State interpolation for word ’seven’.

2.4 Decision System

Classification. Training of the system requires two datasets: dataset for train-
ing and dataset for fusion optimisation. Train dataset consists of target (syn-
chrony) and impostor (asynchrony) subsets. Impostor sessions were created from
target ones by mixing audio and visual features from different utterances. From
the train dataset the audio-visual features W target

x and W impostor
x were collected

for each word in dictionary.
Obtained dataset is used for training of two classifiers: neural network and

gaussian naive Bayes. We used a neural network with Nx inputs and scalar
output. Such binary classifier distinguishes visual word for a specific digit from
the rest.

For gaussian naive Bayes classifier two hypotheses for audiovisual features
Wx are considered: Hs

x — the audio and video are synchrony, Hd
x — the

audio and video are asynchrony. As the decision score a log of likelihood ratio
ln P (Wx|Hs

x) − ln P (Wx|Hd
x) is used, where P (Wx|Hs

x) and P (Wx|Hd
x) are rep-

resented by a single gaussian with full covariance matrices.

Resulting Score. Passphrase consists of Nw words pronunciations. For each
word from passphrase prediction score is obtained by corresponding classifier.
As result we have Nw scores sk, one for each word. Using these scores we esti-
mate equal error rate threshold Tk and the standard deviation of the impostors
distribution σk.
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Fig. 4. Method workflow.

Fusion score s was calculated as follows:

s =
1

Nw

Nw−1∑

k=0

Tk − sk
σk

To select the optimal parameters of Tk simulated annealing optimization
method was used. The initial values for this method were obtained from equal
error rate threshold described below. EER value is chosen to be a quality function
in result fusion system. Overall system workflow is shown on fig.4.

3 Experimental Results

In this section we present experimental results produced for GRID corpus dataset
[8]. This dataset consists of 34 speakers, 1000 sessions for each. However, one
speaker has no video sessions, so we did not use them. Digits from ’zero’ to ’nine’
were chosen from dataset to evaluate algorithm. Dataset were splitted into train
and test parts by speakers. In oder to increase train dataset size we chose only
one speaker for testing at each time. So, we provide 33 train-test cycles with 32
speakers for training and 1 for testing. All results were averaged to obtain final
EER result.

We tested two system: gaussian naive Bayes based and neural networks based
that were described in section 2.4. Also, two types of speech segmentation were
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used: our segmentation and segmentation provided by GRID dataset. In table 1
EER results for different passphrase lengths obtained by concatenation of several
speaker sessions are shown. As it can be seen EER decreases with increasing
number of digits in passphrase. Neural networks based system shows slightly
better results than gaussian naive Bayes based system. It should be noted that
our segmentation outperforms ground truth segmentation in current task. Fig. 3
demonstrates bad performance of our system for speaker 26. It happened because
CLM algorithm worked bad on this speaker and as a result audiovisual features
were wrong.

Our implementation of the facial landmarks extractor allows to achieve neces-
sary performance and use proposed system on modern smartphones with hi-end
chipsets in real-time.

We performed one more evaluation on the manually collected dataset in
Russian. It contains 3 sessions of 77 male and 76 female subjects, recorded on 3
different mobile devices. Each session consists of several digit phrases. Satisfying
results (table 2) approved that our method works good on essentially different
datasets.

Table 1. EER results for fusion system on digits, %

num. of digits 2 3 4 5

GRID seg
NeuralNet 14.71 10.44 7.1 5.68

GNB 15.35 10.74 7.82 5.86

our seg
NeuralNet 12.37 8.29 5.82 4.38

GNB 13.27 8.75 6.27 4.61
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Fig. 5. EER per speaker for our segmentation, %
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Table 2. EER results for fusion system on Russian dataset, %

num. of digits 2 3 4 5

our seg
NeuralNet 10.53 7.11 4.32 3.64

GNB 12.85 8.06 5.51 4.17

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced the new method for liveness detection. Through
experiments on GRID dataset, we have shown that it is efficient in resolving live-
ness detection task with average EER of 4.38%. In future work we intend to use
more complex information from facial features, such as optical flow changing,
more accurate lip contour tracking and etc. Also, more robust facial PDM algo-
rithm may be used.
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